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HTML Review

An HTML element is everything from the opening tag to the closing tag.
 

 <h1>This is the Main Heading</h1>

The Cottage Garden
The cottage garden is a distinct style of garden that uses an informal design, dense plantings, 
and a mixture of ornamental and edible plants.

The Cottage Garden originated in England and its history can be traced back for centuries, 
although they were re-invented in 1870’s England, when stylized versions were formed as a 
reaction to the more structured and rigorously maintained English estate gardens.

The earliest cottage gardens were more practical than their modern descendants, with an  

emphasis on vegetables and herbs, along with some fruit trees.

<h1>

<p>

<p>

<p>

<i>

<b>

<i>
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HTML Elements

Block level elements look like they start a new line.

Inline elements flow within the text and do not start a new line.

The Cottage Garden
The cottage garden is a distinct style of garden that uses an informal design, dense plantings, 
and a mixture of ornamental and edible plants.

The Cottage Garden originated in England and its history can be traced back for centuries, 
although they were re-invented in 1870’s England, when stylized versions were formed as a 
reaction to the more structured and rigorously maintained English estate gardens.

The earliest cottage gardens were more practical than their modern descendants, with an  

emphasis on vegetables and herbs, along with some fruit trees.

<h1>

<p>

<p>

<p>

Block elements

<i>

<b>

<i>

Inline elements
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Thinking inside the box

Imagine there is an invisible box around every HTML element

CSS allows you to create rules that control the way that each individual 
box (and its contents) is presented.

The Cottage Garden
The cottage garden is a distinct style of garden that uses an informal design, dense plantings, 
and a mixture of ornamental and edible plants.

The Cottage Garden originated in England and its history can be traced back for centuries, 
although they were re-invented in 1870’s England, when stylized versions were formed as a 
reaction to the more structured and rigorously maintained English estate gardens.

The earliest cottage gardens were more practical than their modern descendants, with an  

emphasis on vegetables and herbs, along with some fruit trees.
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CSS Properties

CSS associates style rules with HTML elements

A CSS rule contains two parts: a selector and a declaration

  p  {

   font-family: Arial;

  }

SELECTOR

DECLARATION
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CSS Style Rules

CSS declarations sit inside curly brackets and up of two parts:

a property and a value, separated by a colon. 

Several properties in one declaration are speparated by a semi-colon.

Properties indicate aspects of the element you want to change.

Values specify the settings you want to use for the chosen properties.

VALUEPROPERTY

  h1, h2, h3  {

        font-family: Arial;

        color: yellow;

  }
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CSS Selectors

Selectors relate CSS declarations to their HTML element counterparts.

There are many different types of CSS selectors that allow you to target 
specific elements in an HTML document. 

CSS selectors are case sensitive, so they must match element names  
and attribute values exactly.

Last rule: If two selectors are identical, the latter will take precedence.

If one selector is more specific than the others, it will take effect.
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CSS Selectors 
Selector HTML CSS

Universal Selector * [ ]
Targets all elements on the page

Type Selector <h1>All the text within here</h1> h1, h2, h3 [ ]
Targets  all the <h1>, <h2>, <h3> elements

Class Selector <div class=”note”>
    <p>This is a paragraph within note.</p>
</div>

.note [ ]
Targets any element whose class attribute has a 
value of note
p.note [ ]
Targets only <p> elements whose class attribute 
has a value of note.

ID Selector <div id=”intro”></div> #introduction [ ]
Targets the element who id attribute is intro

Child Selector <li><a href=””>a link within a list</a></li> li>a [ ]
Targets any <a> elements that are children of an 
<li> element but not other <a> elements

Descendant Selector <p><a href=””>a link in a paragraph</a></p> p  a  [ ]
Targets any <a> elements that sit inside a  
<p> element

Adjacent Sibling Selector <h1>Heading</h1>
<p>Paragraph following a heading</p>

h1+p [ ]
Targets the first <p> element after any h1 ele-
ment, but not other <p> elements

General Siblin Selector <h1>Heading</h1>
<p>Paragraph following a heading</p>

h1+p [ ]
If you had two <p> elements that are siblings of 
an <h1> element, this would apply to both
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Internal CSS 

You can include CSS rules within an HTML page by placing them inside 
a <style> element, which sits inside the <head> element of the page.

Potatoes
There are dozens of different potato varieties. They are usually 
described as early, second early and maincrop potatoes.

<html>
 <head>
  <title>Using Internal CSS</title>
  <style type=”text/css”>
   body {
    font-family: arial;
    background-color:   
    rgb(185,179,175);}
   h1 {
    color: rgb(255,255,255);}
  </style>
 </head>
 <body>
  <h1>Potatoes</h1>
  <p>There are dozens of different potato 
varieties. They are usually described as early, sec-
ond early and maincrop potatoes.</p>
 </body>
</html>

Browser HTML code 
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External CSS 

The <link> element can be used within an HTML document to tell the 
browser to find the CSS file used to style it.

Potatoes
There are dozens of different 
potato varieties. They are usu-
ally described as early, second 
early and maincrop potatoes.

body {
 font-family: arial;
 background-color: rgb(185,179,175);
}

h1 {
 color: rgb(255,255,255);
}

<html>
 <head>
  <title>Using External CSS</title>
  <link href=”css/styles.css”  
type=”text/css” rel=”stylesheet” />
 </head>
 <body>
  <h1>Potatoes</h1>
  <p>There are dozens of different 
potato varieties. They are usually described  
as early, second early and maincrop pota-
toes.</p>
 </body>
</html>

Browser HTML document CSS file 
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Applying Color

RGB Values 
These express colors in terms of how much red, green, and blue are used

rgb(100,100,90)

HEX Codes

Six-digit codes that represent the a specific color preceded by a hashtag
#ee3e80

Color Names

There are 147 predefined color names that are recognized by browsers
DarkCyan
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Foreground Color

Color properties allows you to specify the color of text inside an element

Marine Biology
The Composition of Seawater
Almost anything can be found in seawater. This includes dis-
solved materials from Earth’s crust as well as materials released 
from organisms. The most important components of seawater 
that influence life forms are salinity, temperature, dissolved gas-
es (mostly oxygen and carbon dioxide), nutrients, and pH. These 
elements vary in their composition as well as in their influence 
on marine life.

 
/* color name */
h1 {
 color: DarkCyan;
}

/* hex code */
h2 {
 color: #ee3e80;
}
   
/* rgb value */ 
p {
 color: rgb(100,100,90);
}

Browser CSS 
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Background Color

CSS treats each HTML element as if it appears in a box, and the  
background-color property sets the color of the background for that box

Marine Biology
The Composition of Seawater

Almost anything can be found in seawater. This includes dis-
solved materials from Earth’s crust as well as materials released 
from organisms. The most important components of seawater 
that influence life forms are salinity, temperature, dissolved gases 
(mostly oxygen and carbon dioxide), nutrients, and pH. These  
elements vary in their composition as well as in their influence  
on marine life.

 
body {
 background-color: rgb(200,200,200);
 color: white;
 font-family: Arial, Verdana, sans-serif;
}

h1 {
 background-color: DarkCyan;
}

h2 {
 background-color: #ee3e80;
}

p {
 background-color: white;
 color: rgb(100,100,90);
}

Browser CSS 
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Opacity

CSS3 introduces the opacity property which allows you to specify  
the opacity of an element. The value is a number between 0.0 and 1.0

p.one {
 background-color: #ee3e80; 
 opacity: 0.5;
}

p.two {
 background-color: rgba(0,0,0,0.5);
}

Browser CSS 
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HSL Colors

Lightness is the amount of white (lightness) or 
black (darkness) in a color. Lightness is represent-
ed as a percentage. 0% lightness is black, 100% 
lightness is white, and 50% lightness is normal. 

Saturation is the amount of gray in a color.  
Saturation is represented as a percentage. 
100% is full saturation, and 0% is a shade  
of gray.

Hue is the colloquial idea of color. In HSL col-
ors, hue is represented as a color circle where 
the angle represents the color. It may also be 
shown as a slider with values from 0 t0 360.

Hue Saturation Lightness 
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Formatting Text

The formatting of your text can have a significant effect on how  
readable your pages are. The properties can be split into two groups:

Those that directly affect the font and its appearance

typeface, size, regular, bold, italic

Those that have the same effect on text no matter what font you use

color of text, spacing between words and letters
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Type Properties

font-family:

 Georgia, Times, serif ; 
 Arial, Veranda, sans-serif;

font-style:

 normal, italic, oblique;

font-variant:

 normal, small-caps, inherit;

font-size:

 pixels, percentages, ems

 

font-weight:

 normal, bold;

font:

 sets all the font properties  
 in one declaration.
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Type Properties

word-spacing:

 normal, length, inherit;

letter-spacing:

 normal, length, inherit;

text-decoration:

 none, underline, overline,  
 line-through, inherit;

text-align:

 left, right, center, justify;

text-transform:

 none, capitalize, lowercase,  
 inherit;

text-shadow:

 h-shadow, v-shadow, blur, color;

line-height:

 normal, number, length, %, inherit;
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Type Properties

pt (absolute). Point. Typographical unit. 1 point equals 1/72 inches.  
in (absolute). Inch. 1 inch is equivalent to 2.54 centimeters. 

mm (absolute). Millimeters.

cm (absolute). Centimeters. 

px (absolute/relative). Pixel. Depends on the output device.

em (relative). Relative to font size of the element.  
1 em in a 24pt size type is 24pt.

% (relative). Percent. Can be relative to the size of the element itself,  
to the size of the parent element, etc.
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Positioning

Assigning a relative or an absolute position to an element

Defining the size of an element

Defining flow of text

Creating overlapping areas
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Positioning and Display Properties

position (position type)

top (start position from the top

left (start position from the left)

bottom (start position from the bottom)

right (start position from the right)

width (width)

height (height)

overflow (content exceeds the size of the element) 

direction (content direction)

float (text flow around elements)

z-index (layer position of overlapping areas)

display (display behavior without reserved space)



Try styling your first five designs


